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ABSTRACT

In a hot magnetized plasma large ion excursions can take place along
the magnetic field lines, thereby introducing kinetic effects which cannot
be treated in terms of a macroscopic fluid model. This effect is studied for
the tjrcflsverse wave motion of ions and electrons in a homogeneous thermal
pla /» , being immersed in a homogeneous magnetic field. Strong kinetic wave
da : c is found to occur when the product ku- of the wave number k and
tt? jot thermal velocity u. exceeds the ion gyro frequency w.. The physi-
c:> w chanism of this damping originates from large ion excursions and differs
fnit that of Landau damping.

The present results suggest that kinetic damping becomes important in hot
t'tamak plasmas for wave lengths of the order of a few centimeters and less.
IL high-beta systems, such as the Z-pinch, wave lengths in a large range
bt.ome affected by kinetic damping, in some case even those which are com-
pcable to the characteristic macroscopic dimensions. This also affects the
conditions of plasma stability and plasma high-frequency heating.



1. Introduction

The macroscopic fluid (MHO) description of a plasma becomes relevant
only when an exchange of particles between a fluid element dV and remote
regions cannot take place at the characteristic time scale of the macrosco-
pic variations. In other words, this implies that plasma dynamics within
dV should depend only on interactions with the nearest infinitesimal volume
elements, as well as on imposed external forces. Such a MHD description
does not hold when particles within the volume dV can move freely out of
it in a short time, make large excursions, and be replaced by particles
originating from remote regions. To describe the plasma behaviour in this
latter case, kinetic theory becomes necessary.

When a plasma is immersed in a magnetic field, the kinetic effects of
large particle excursions have to be treated in terms of the transverse and
longitudinal magnetic field directions. For motions being perpendicular to
the magnetic field, the ratio between the Larmor radius and the characteris-
tic macroscopic dimensions becomes an important parameter. Thus, in certain
cases a disturbance with the wave number k in a plasma having ions moving
at the thermal velocity ui will be "smeared out" by collisionless "kinetic
damping", at the characteristic decay time t.= 2/ku^ [1]. The underlying
Large-Larmor-Radius (LLR) effect differs essentially from the Finite Larmor
Radius (FLR) effect introduced by Rosenbluth et al. [2]. The latter is due
to a higher order correction of the ion IE x ji drift which can be incorporated
in a macroscopic fluid approach.

There are also kinetic effects due to particle motions in the longitudinal
direction of an immersed magnetic field EL These effects are not directly
related to the magnitude of the Larmor radius, but arise from large particle
excursions along the magnetic field lines. As an example, we shall in this
paper treat the special case of transverse plasma waves having their wave
normal along the imposed magnetic field and being associated with the motion
of both ions and electrons. Our purpose Is not to make a systematic analysis
of various wave types, which have already been extensively treated in the
literature (see e.g. Refs. I3,4j),but rather to draw attention to the kinetic
damping effects arising from large ion excursions along B. Thus it will



be shown that the analysis leads to integrals similar to those which occur
in the case of Landau damping of electron oscillations. Nevertheless the
kinetic effect treated here is physically different from Landau damping and
becomes analogous to the "LLR kinetic damping" recently discussed [11 for
plasma motions across a magnetic field. The present treatment is restricted
to free oscillations (not driven by external forces) where the macroscopic
fluid motion is incompressible and directed perpendicularly to the immersed
magnetic field, and the plasma temperature remains constant.



2. Basic Equations and Assumptions

An equilibrium state is assumed where a quasi-neutral, collisionless,
homogeneous, isotropic, electrically field-free plasma is in thermal equi-
librium at the temperature T.. = T = T. The plasma is immersed in a
homogeneous magnetic field B = (0,0,B ) in a frame (x.y.z).

The equilibrium is disturbed by small electromagnetic perturbations,
giving rise to induced electric and magnetic fields, E and B, having
small amplitudes and being localized to the xy-plane. Introducing the
magnetic vector potential A = (A , A ,0) we write, in SI units,

— x y

E = E = (-3A73t, -3A /3t, 0) (1)
— — A y

= i + B<j = l-3Ay/3z, 3Ax/3z, BQ) (2)

j = ] = -(l/Mo)l3
2Ax/3z

2,32Ay/'3z
2,0) (3)

where j is the current density.

To these expressions are added the Vlasov equations

3f
— £ + w • v-f • (a 7m HE + w x B ) • y - 0 (4)
9t - - v v v - - - - w v

for the distribution functions fv of ions and electrons, where subscript
v = i,e and q̂  = ef qe - -e. In order to simplify the analysis, but still
retain the basic physical features of the present problem, we shall allow
the electron mass to tend to zero



3. The Dispersion Relation of Transverse Haves

The present analysis is restricted to incompressible» transverse
oscillations and wave motions for which all perturbed quantities depend on
(z,t) and where the wave normal is directed along z . The more general case
of wave normals which form an angle with B will not be treated here because
it does not add new physical features to the analysis. The main purpose of
the latter is to study the kinetic effects of large ion excursions along
EL, i.e. at high ion temperatures. Consequently, the forms

fv(z,w,t) = n o(u v^r
3exp{-Uw x-v v x)

2 • (w y-v v y)
2 • w2]/u2}

1/2are adopted for the distribution functions, where u = (2KT/mv) ' , K is
Bolzmann's constant, and n is the particle density of the unperturbed
quasi-neutral plasma. Here the perturbation is represented by the "displace-
ments" (v , v ) of the Maxwellian distributions. It should be observed that
% v^» v y
v v x and v do not only become functions of z and t, but also of w2,

on account of the free-streaming motion of particles along z. In a more
general case there can also be a dependence of w and w , giving rise to
such phenomena as cyclotron resonance, but this case is not considered here.

Provided that v and v are independent of wx and w , integration
of eq. (5) over velocity space (wx, w , w z) immediately shows that there
are no density perturbations of ions and electrons, i.e. the plasma motions
are incompressible for the ansatz (5), and T = const.

In this connection we observe that the relevance of the adopted form
(5) is supported by an analogous application to the problem of electron
oscillations, as treated earlier by Landau and outlined in Appendix 1.

The form (5) is now substituted into the Vlasov equation (4). After multi-
plication by uj/2fv and introduction of the gyro frequencies w

v = eB0/n\,,
the result becomes



3 3 \ 1 3A «\,

x 3t 2 32 VX v v BQ 3t v y

3 3 -\, 1 3A -v
+ w [ ( — + w —)v + ( q a i / e ) ( * + v ) ] -

y at z 3z v y v v BQ at v x

- v U — + w —)v • (q a, /eB ) l— + w —)A ] -
v x 9t Z 3z v x v v ° 3t z 3z x
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3t z 3z y
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rz
 + (wy"vv

This equation has to be satisfied identically for all values of (z,w ,w ,w ,t).
A ,y 2

For small amplitudes, where the terms including the three last square brackets

can be neglected, this becomes possible when the coefficients of w and w

vanish identically, i.e.

3 3 -v 1 3A <v
l ~ + wz - ) v v x + l V v / e ) ( " " vvy} = ° ( 7 )

3t Z 32 v x v v Bo 3t v y

3 3 -v 1 ?A ^
(— + w — )v + (q u /e ) ( * + v ) = 0 (8)
at z 3z v y v v BQ 3t v x

Substituting expressions (7) and (3) into the third and fourth square brackets of

eq. (6) , i t is further seen that these brackets vanish also in a large-amplitude

non-linear case, provided that

<v 3A r^ 3A % ^
v»« if * V jf' ̂ x fi>i • ° (9)

This relation 1s satisfied for waves where the "velocity" v » (vvx, v , 0 )

becomes parallel with the magnetic field perturbation J3.



In the limit m •»• 0 relations (7) and (8) for the electrons reduce to

Vvex • -M*o> jf ' V B o

V S ( 1 /V ~ " ~Ex/Bo

as expected when the electrons become "frozen" to the magnetic field lines.

For the ions, we have on the other hand to use the full equations (7)
and (8), to analyse the dynamics of the waves and corresponding kinetic effects.

From combination of eqs. (3), and (10) with expression (5) for f. we

obtain

3 K 3A

•H»

a \ 3A
(1/Moeno) - / + H/Bo) -*

+00

v^wexp(- w,/u^dw, U O
iy z i ' z

Assuming all perturbed quantities to vary as exp[i(wt + kz)] with k defined
as real and positive, combination of eqs. (11) and (12) with eqs. (7) and
(8) for v = 1 yields

( k V - M
2F)Ay - W ( l - G)AV * 0 (13)

i

and
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(1 - 6)A + (k2V2 - uZF)A = 0 (14)
A y

Here

1 T 1+Wp/w) 2
F = — I e"p dp (15)

+CO
1 f T n 2

= _ j e'
p dp

+00

1 _ Z
(16)

2 2
and the symbols V = B0/MQn n»i, n = ku^ > 0 and p = v^/u^ have been

introduced. According to eqs. (13) and (14) the dispersion relat ion f i n a l l y

becomes

k2V2 - u»2F = + 0 ^ . ( 1 - G)

For an evaluation of the integrals (15) and (16) reference is made to a set

of deductions given by Tanenbaum [5]. Thus, the denominators of these inte-

grals are broken up into partial fractions and are rearranged in terms of

conjugate quantities. Using the symmetry properties of the resulting integrals

with respect to the axis p = 0, the result becomes

(18)

(19)



where

, ~ -P21 r e v
I , _ dp

^ Z j
p c = (w +

pZ - cj ±

Combination of eqs. (17)-(19) then yields

+ ww.ll +(w,/n2)(o), + w)IJ (21)
""" 1 1 1 """ T

When w and C+ are assumed to include both real and imaginary parts, the
integrals (20) can be rewritten as shown in Ref. [5], i.e.

• w)I+ = -ZSl f exp(p
2 - C2)dp + i,/inexp(- z\) (22J

The limiting cases of small and large ft will now be studied in the

following sections.
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4. The Low Temperature Case

As an illustration and check of the obtained dispersion relation we
first examine the low temperature case of small ft - kû  and large C+ .
According to Tanenbaum [5] relation (22) can then be expressed in the form

U)./ft2)(u>, + u,)I = - { -?2— JOl + +e>[exp(-C2)]}
- w i + u 2 ^ + w)"5 • " • -

i./fijexpt-lcj. + o j )Wl (23)

where fP[Q] denotes terms of the order of Q.

4 . 1 . The MHD Limit

When Q approaches zero, only the first term of expression (23) remains
and eq. (21) reduces to

u,.(u>2 - k V ) - + k V u (24)

This is the well-known dispersion relation for waves in a cold plasma,
where ? 2 ^ 2

mode.

p
where to? » (kV)2 leads to the Alfvén mode and u>̂  « (kV)2 to the cyclotron

4.2. Alfvén Waves in a Low Temperature Plasma

For small but non-zero values of ft, and when satisfying the condition

u2. » (kV)2 of the Alfvén mode, eqs. (21) and (23) combine to the dispersion

relation
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k2V2 s w2 • i^(u)2u)/fi)expt-(a)i/«)2] (25)

The last term is small for small fl, and the solution becomes

w = + kV j+i /i(u)2/2fi)expt - ( ^ / f l ) 2 ] (26)

where the minus sign (instability) of the imaginary part has to be

excluded on account of energy and entropy conservation [ 6 ] , as being

further discussed in Appendix 2. Expression (26) is consistent with

that obtained from earlier deductions (see e.g. Ref. [3 ] ) .
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5. The High Temperature Case

It does not become a trivial task to tackle the dispersion relation
(21) in the high temperature limit of large ft = ku.. It can namely be
shown that this does not lead to small C + for which simple expansions
can be found for the integrals of eqs. (20) and (22). The reason for C+

not to tend to an easily surveyable limit at large ft will become obviö~us
from the detailed analysis to be presented later in this section. It is
due to the fact that u increases with ft, f.ms leading to intermediate
values of C + = (û . _+ u>)/ft.

+

For the present purpose we write

= (ict + B)fl ui = yfl kV = 6ft (27)

and

C+ = Y 1 d a + 3) A = 6/Y = kV/u).j (28)

Here w., kV and ft can be considered as given quantities. The goal is

to study the limit of large ft, i.e. where Y « 1 and 5 « 1. At the

same time it should be observed that A and 3 of eq. (27) are not

necessarily assumed to be small, and that A can adopt a range of values

depending on the particular choice of u^ and kV. The dispersion relation

(21) is now rearranged into the form

A2 T (ia + 13) [(1/Y) - 2L] = 0 (29)
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where

Yi(iot+B)

L = f exp{p2 - [y+(ia + 6)]2}dp

1 2
x- iî frexpi - [y ± ( ia + Q)] } (30)

Since the integrand in eq. (30) is an analytic function of p, we can

integrate in steps, from zero to y _+ 6 , and from y + 8 to y _+ 6 _+ ia.

By means of a number of substitutions, and by letting y adopt small

values,

o _ P o

L = P + iQ = [1 T 2y(0 + ia ) ]e ' ( 6 + i a ) [ + [ ep dp + y +

o

a ? ? a, 2

'7

Hence, when Y approaches zero,

2

P + ea { + 1 e"p sint2P(a - p)ldp + (cos2a0) I e
p dp -

o o

2
e a R ( 3 2 )
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2 oi 2 2 2
Q - ea { • f e"p cos[2B(a - p)]dp + (sin2aB) f ep "6 dp -

2 2
B } = \ e a S (33)

Insertion of expressions (32) and (33J into the dispersion relation (29)

for y + 0 yields

2
(a/Y)e'

a = aR + 8S (34)

2
A2 = • (a2 + 32)ea S/a = + (a2 + 62)S/(aR + BS) Y (35)

We now use the expressions (see Ref. [5])

{|1/2B| for B2 » 1
©(1) 62 = 1 (36)
|B| B2 « 1

and estimate the maximum values of the quantities R and S defined in

eqs. (32) and (33), by replacing the trigonometric functions by their

maximum values. This yields

(37)
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2 2Excluding the trivial case a + S = 0, it is further seen from

eq. (35) that S has to vanish in the limit Y "*" 0, provided that there is
2 2a nonzero value of A = (ICV/UK) . In its turn, this implies that eq. (34)

reduces to

-a2

e /Y = R when y •* 0 (38)

Here it is observed that a has to be positive according to Appendix 2,

and that Y > 0 according to the definition of k > 0. Expression (38)

therefore yields

1/2 1/2
Imu = afi = QlUnO/yR)] = k ^ U n d u y w . R ) ] ; (R =&[])) (39)

in the limit of large thermal velocities. The root of the square bracket

in eq. (39) is an extremely slow function of ku.., and R is of the

order of unity according to relation (37). Therefore the limit of small

Y leads to a nearly constant value of a = (1). As an example, a large
-9range of variation of Y R , given by 5 * 10 < Y R < 0.5, results only i

small variations of a, in the range 4.5 > a > 0.8.

The solution of the dispersion relation (29) for positive real values
of a, k, Y and A , can now be outlined as follows:

(i) Equations (34) and (35) form a system for the determination of two
unknown variables (a,B) as functions of two given parameters ( Y , A ) ,

or reversely.

(ii) According to eq. (39), a has to be of the order of unity.

(iii) According to eq. (35), S has to approach zero for small Y. AS seen
from eq. (33), this does not become possible for small S. Thus,
6 has at least to be of the order of unity, to make the trigonometric
factors of eq. (33) "oscillate" as functions of 6, thereby allowing
S to pass through a zero point.
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(iv) That S does in fact oscillate between positive and negative
values as |B| increases, can be proved by examining expression (33).
The second and third terms are obviously seen to oscillate in this way.
Concerning the first term, the sign of the integral can be determined
by comparing the summarized contributions from the positive and
negative half-periods given by the trigonometric factor of the inte-
grand. This is illustrated by the example of Fig.l where

a 9
h(8) =fQ exp(-p ) • cos[2B(a - p)]dp and we choose B = 8-j in
Fig.l (a), such as to make 2otB-, = (7IT/Z). Here h ^ ) < 0 because
the negative contributions to the integral from the segments 2-4 in
Fig.l(a) outbalance the positive contributions from the segments 3-5,
on account of the monotonically decreasing factor exp(-p ). Further,
when 6 is increased from 8-j to the value 69=8,+(7r/2ot)=(97r/4a),
as demonstrated in Fig.l(b), the integral h(B2) > 0. Here the
contributions from segments 1-3-5 outbalance those from segments
2-4. Consequently, it has been shown that S oscillates between
positive and negative values when |8| increases up to sufficiently
large values, and a is kept constant at the same time.

(v) An analogous consideration of eq. (32) proves the oscillating character
of R . Further inspection of and comparison between expressions
(32) and (33), as well as considerations analogous to those of Fig.l,
show that R and S oscillate as functions of B with the periods
IT/a. The phase difference between R and S becomes 7r/4«. There-
fore R and S can never vanish at the same value of 8.

(vi) To satisfy eq. (35) for small Y» it is necessary for +_S to adopt a
small positive valu
to become possible.

2 2small positive value e « yh . This has been proved under (iv) above

(vii) At the same time as +S = e 2 according to (vi), we have to satisfy
eq. (34), or its equivalent form (39), by a positive value of R .
Since it has been shown under (v) that R and S are out of phase
by the amount TT/4CI with respect to variations of B, it is easily
seen that there can always be found av value of 8 for which +S = e
and R *&{1) > 0. This completes the proof that there exist solutions
of eqs. (34) and (35) for values of B given by eq. (39), and for
positive or negative values of B where |B| =0(1) or more.
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6. Kinetic Damping of Transverse Waves

In the low-temperature case it has earlier been shown that the trans-
verse plasma waves become subject to a comparatively weak damping by thermal
effects, as illustrated by eq. (26) for Alfvén waves. In this section the
discussion is concentrated to the high-temperature case of strong kinetic
effects.

6.1. The Physical Mechanism of Wave Damping

The integrals which are included in the dispersion relation (17) and
expressions (18)-(20) are analogous to those appearing in the problem of
electron oscillations earlier treated by Landau. Nevertheless the decrement
of wave damping given by eq. (39) is due to a physical mechanism which
differs from that of Landau damping. The latter has its origin in particle
motions in the direction of an electric field, and that there are more
particles being accelerated than retarded by the field, thus leading to an
extraction of field energy from the wave.

On the other hand, for the transverse waves treated here, there is
no electric field in the direction of the thermal motion along B , i.e.
the motion which leads to the kinetic effects being involved in the integrals
of eqs. (18)-(20). The physical mechanism behind the damping of eq. (29)
originates from large ion excursions along the magnetic field lines at high
ion temperatures. Thus, ions from different and remote parts of a field
line become "mixed" in a short time, thereby carrying their transverse
momentum with themselves. This "smears out" the transverse macroscopic wave
motion along B . The result is a kind of "kinetic damping" from
"longitudinal" ion excursions, being similar to the earlier discussed damping
arising from large ion excursions across the magnetic field at large ion
Larmor radii [1].

The present "longitudinal kinetic damping" of transverse waves is thus
expected to smear out the wave motion, in a time of the order of the
transition time ff/ku^ for an ion of velocity u^ to move half a wave
length n/k along B{). This is in rough agreement with the result of
eq. (39).
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6.2. The Limit of Longitudinal Kinetic Damping

As seen from the present theory, the smallness of the parameter

Y = w./fi becomes a measure of the importance of the longitudinal kinetic

damping effect. With the definition of the average beta value

<B> = 4ujr> KT/lr (not to be confused by the frequency part of eq. (27))

we rewrite the expression for y as

y2 = 2yoe
2no/mi<B>k

2 s 3.9 x 10"17no/A<6>k
2 (40)

where A is the mass number. The limit above which this damping effect
2

becomes important is roughly given by y < 1 . The corresponding wave number

limit becomes

- kmin =

2 1/2 _q 1/2
= [Zvoe\/m.<Q>] a 6.3 * 10 y[nQ/A<B>] (41)

and the associated decrement of wave damping

1/2
)] a km.nu. = ̂ 1 n (42)

according to eq. (39).

The obtained results have been deduced for a homogeneous plasma.

Nevertheless the essential features of the kinetic damping effect discussed

here are expected to prevail also in bounded and Inhomogeneous laboratory

plasmas. Consequently, the corresponding parameter values are now Illustrated

by some numerical examples as follows:

(i) Tokarnak experiments of moderate size and plasma temperature can be
19-3 6

represented by nQ = 3 * 10 m , T ̂  10 K, A » 1, a major radius
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rn = Q.5 m, and B = 2 tesla. T M s yields X s 4 * l{f3 m which

shows that transverse waves with wavelengths larger than a few milli-

meters should hardly be affected by the present type of kinetic

damping.

(ii) Tokamak experiments of comparatively large size and plasma temperature
19 -3 7

can be presented by n = 5 x 10 m , T = 8 x 10 K, A = 1,

a major radius r = 1.5 m, and BQ = 3 tesla. This yields

A s2.5*10" 2 m and n
min = 3 * 1 0 8 s " 1 . All short wave

lengths, of the order of a few centimeters and less, will then become

heavily damped by kinetic effects, within a small fraction of a micro-

second.

(iii) A tokamak reactor can be represented by the approximate data
n = 2 x 10 2 0 m'3, T = 2 * 108 K, A = 2.5, a major radius r = 5 m,
o o o

and BQ = 8 tesla. This results in > m a x = 2.3 *10 m and

o . s 5 x 10 s . Thus, also in this case all wave lengths of the

order of a few centimeters and less become heavily damped.

(iv) Small-scale experiments on high-beta systems, such as Extrap [7] and
21 -3other types of Z-pinches, can here be represented by nQ = 3

 x 10 m ,

T = 3 x 105 K, A = 1, a pinch radius art = 2 * 10~
2 m, and

-2
<B> = 1 . This corresponds to A s 1.8 x lO m andft - 1
fl»*- s 1-2 *10 s" . Then A „ becomes comparable to the pinch
min ma*

radius, and practically all relevant wave lengths of transverse waves
become subject to heavy damping. An increase to higher temperatures
T and lower densities nQ reinforces this damping even more, and
makes kinetic damping important also at larger pinch radii. The ion
mean free path becomes about 4 * 10 m with the data given in this
example.
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7. Summary and Conclusions

The results of this investigation can be summarized and discussed as
follows:

(i) In a hot plasma there are kinetic effects due to the thermal ion
motion along an immersed magnetic field B . These effects have been
analysed in a homogeneous thermal plasma, for transverse waves invol-
ving motions of both ions and electrons and having the wave normal
directed along B . It is expected that similar effects arise as a
result of the thermal ion motion along the magnetic field, also in
the more general case of an inhomogeneous, bounded plasma and for wave
normals of arbitrary direction.

(ii) The thermal ion motion along !J gives rise to a kind of "kinetic
damping" which becomes appreciable and rapidly "smears out" the wave
motion when 1/Y = ku^/w. > 1, where k is the wave number, u- the
thermal velocity of the ions, and u. the ion gyro frequency. The
physical mechanism of this effect differs essentially from that of
Landau damping. Thus kinetic damping is not due to acceleration or
deceleration of the ions by the electric field of the wave, but
originates from large ion excursions along the magnetic field lines.

(iii) A comparison between the present theory and the parameter data of a
number of experiments and magnetic confinement schemes suggests that
"longitudinal kinetic damping" should become important in a number of
specific cases. Thus, such damping would hardly affect the presently
discussed waves in case of small tokamaks operated at moderately high
temperatures, such as in studies on Alfvén wave propagation. On the
other hand, waves having wave lengths of some centimeter or less are
expected to become strongly damped in the hot plasmas of large tokarnak
experiments and tokamak fusion reactor models. However, the most
important application of the present results seems to be the class of
high-beta systems, both on modest laboratory scale and at fusion rele-
vant plasma temperatures and dimensions. For such schemes kinetic
damping due to ion excursions along the magnetic field should strongly
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affect the wave motion within a broad range of wave lengths, up to
those being comparable to the characteristic macroscopic dimensions
of the system.

(iv) Whenever the present "longitudinal kinetic damping" becomes important,
it is also expected to influence plasma stability as well as the
processes of plasma high-frequency heating.

(v) It has to be pointed out that Hirschfield and Jacob [8] have drawn
attention to the fact that electrostatic disturbances in an unmagnetized
plasma become subject not only to Landau damping but also to a wave
damping caused by phase mixing of freely streaming ions. This mechanism
is analogous to that discussed here in the case of a magnetized plasma.

(vi) The more general case where (v. ,v- ) depends also on (w , w ) should
I A I Jr " jf

lead to such phenomena as cyclotron resonance between the longitudinal
and transverse motions, but this case is excluded from the present
analysis.

(vii) In connection with eq. (6) of Section 3, the Vlasov equation has been
solved by requiring the corresponding coefficients for w and w

x y
to vanish identically. An analogous method for solving the Vlasov
equation can also be elaborated for more general cases than that
treated in this context, i.e. through replacing n by n(x,y,z,t) and
uv by uv(x,y,z,wx,w ,wz,t) in the ansatz (5).Thus, it seems likely
that the present "Quasi-Maxwellian" approach to kinetic theory could,
at least in certain cases, replace the conventional method of inte-
gration along unperturbed orbits.
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Appendix 1. Electron Oscillations treated in Terms

of Present Formalism

With f = f , w = w , u = u , electron oscillations in the x direction
C A C

can be treated in terms of eqs. (4) and (5), being written in the corres-

ponding forms

3f (Al.l)

f = f + f = nQ '. exp[-(w - vr/iT] (A1.2)

for an unmagnetized plasma where v = v(x,w,t) and f is the Maxwellian

distribution. To this we add Poisson's equation

= -(e/co)l / fdw - nQ) = -(e/eQ) f fdw
"00 »00

(A1.3J

From eqs. (A1.1) and (A1.2)

(A1.4)

where the last term within the bracket can be neglected for small perturb-
ations. Assuming the perturbation to vary as expli(w + kz)J,

v = i(e/mJE/lw • kw) (A1.5)
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Further, eq. IA1.2) yields

f = -tofj/u* (A1.6)

Combination of eqs. (A1.3), IA1.5), (A1.6) and the relation 3fQ/3w=-2wf / u 2

finally results in

2 [ I3fo/3w)
= ( e / e o m e k ) - ^

This is the well-known dispersion relation for the "natural" frequencies
of longitudinal electron oscillations, being independent of the initial
state of the perturbation.
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ndix 2. Small Motions About Thermal Equilibrium

The unperturbed state assumed in this paper is represented by a
spatially homogeneous plasma in thermal equilibrium, defined by the dis-
tribution functions f „ of ions and electrons and by the fields E = 0,

ov *\, \, «\, -o
|T = (0,0,BQ) = const. For small perturbations ( f v , £, B) the total energy
and entropy are then conserved, and this leads to the relation [6]

Z [ / ( e j 2 + B2/uQ)dV • KT//(f2 / fo v)dVdVw] = const. (A2.1)

where K is Boltzmann's constant, and (dV, dVw) are volume elements in
coordinate and velocity space. Eq. (A2.1) shows that none of the quantities
<\,o /\<2 ^ 2

(E , B , fv) can increase exponentially with time, and no unstable perturb-
ation can exist in the case of a homogeneous thermal equilibrium state. Thus,

^2 2 ^2
if one or two of the quantities (E , B , fv) increase in time, the rest of
these quantities has to decrease simultaneously, to keep expression (A2.1)
at its constant value, up to the point where the decreasing quantities
approach zero.

An example illustrating these conditions is given by Landau damping.
Assume that we start with a strictly thermal equilibrium of the electrons,
i.e. f = 0 at time t = 0, and with an initially imposed wave E i 0,
B i 0 at t = 0. Then Landau damping of the wave leads to £•*• 0 and
ft-»- 0 as t •* °°t whereas the electron distribution becomes perturbed by
the wave and f differs from the Maxwellian distribution f as t •+ ».
However, in the linearized theory of Appendix 1, given by eq. (Al.l), only
the influence of the particle distribution on the wave is being taken into
account, and not the influence of the wave on the particle distribution.

Consequently, the present theory, and the approach by Landau as
represented in Appendix 1, can only be used to study the kinetic effects on
the waves, and not those on the particle distributions. Further, only the
first two moment equations are included in the present theory, and these
correspond to the particle and momentum balance. A further constraint Is
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given by the energy balance and entropy conservation, as outlined In this
Appendix, and this puts an additional constraint on the growth rate, i.e.
unstable modes are excluded for oscillations around the present thermal
equilibrium state.
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Figure Caption

Fig.l. An illustration of the behaviour of the integral
a «

h(B) = / exp(-p )cos[20(a-p)]dp appearing in eq. (33):
o

(a) For 6 = 31 the negative contributions from the segments
2-4 outbalance the positive contributions from the segments
3-5, and the integral h ^ ) < 0.

(b) When 6 is increased from B = 8-j to 6 = 82 = S-j + (ir/2a),
the positive contributions from the segments 1-3-5 outbalance
the negative contributions from the segments 2-4, and the
integral h(B2) > 0.
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exp l-p2) cos[2p,(o-p)]

(a)

exp (-p2) cos [2(32 (a-p)]
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In a hot magnetized plasma large ion excursions can take place along
the magnetic field lines, thereby introducing kinetic effects which cannot
be treated in terms of a macroscopic fluid model. This effect is studied for
the transverse wave motion of ions and electrons in a homogeneous thermal
plasma, being immersed in a homogeneous magnetic field. Strong kinetic wave
damping is found to occur when the product kui of the wave number k and
the ion thermal velocity u^ exceeds the ion gyro frequency w... The physi-
cal mechanism of this damping originates from large ion excursions and differs
from that of Landau damping.

The present results suggest that kinetic damping becomes important in hot
tokarnak plasmas for wave lengths of the order of a few centimeters and less.
In high-beta systems, such as the Z-pinch, wave lengths in a large range
become affected by kinetic damping, in some case even those which are com-
parable to the characteristic macroscopic dimensions. This also affects the
conditions of plasma stability and plasma high-frequency heating.
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